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1.   INTRODUCTION 

Girona works every day at being an inclusive city, which welcomes people with and without 

disabilities, both citizens and visitors, so that everyone can enjoy it.

With this objective in mind, this first Tourism city guide for everyone is published, which was 

founded with the aim of centralising and facilitating access to information on the accessibility 

of the tourist resources of the city of Girona. 

In this way, the general mobility and transport services, public information services (Tourist 

Offices), museums and patrimonial elements and accommodation of the city of Girona have 

been analysed, emphasising the services and the facilities which they offer for people with 

physical, hearing, visual and intellectual disabilities.

The aim of this guide is to provide and make available this information in an easy, centralised 

and structured way, so that it can serve as a guide when planning a visit to the city and to be 

able to freely enjoy it.

This information has been obtained through the work carried out in the context of the 

cross-border project NATUR'ACC, funded by the European program POCTEFA 2007-2013, 

and by all the city’s participants who have provided their data on accessibility in this new 

edition. 

Accessibility has not been validated by an external consultant. Therefore, it remains subject 

to each establishment or tourist resource. 
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2.   TOURIST INFORMATION SERVICES

2.1.   GIRONA TOURIST OFFICE

Girona Town Hall Tourist Office, located in the heart of the city's tourist centre.

Rambla de la Llibertat, 1
17004 Girona 
Tel. 972 01 00 01
Email: turisme@ajgirona.cat 
www.girona.cat/turisme

There are two main entrances, one of which is completely accessible by ramp. 

Open circulation inside and a two-level adapted information desk. 

Outside area: good accessibility, pavement with no steps or kerbs.

Nearest free parking area reserved for people with reduced mobility (PRM): 4 spaces 

in Pl. Catalunya (corner of Av. Sant Francesc), approximately 180 m away. 

Access to public transport: nearest stop L11, Pl. del Vi, 150 m away (non-accessible). 

Nearest accessible stop (platform): L6 and L7, Av. Sant Francesc, 200 m away.

The Tourist Office has at its disposal a tourist map of the city with information adapted 

for people with reduced mobility. 

  

Guide to the Costa Brava in Braille, published by ONCE Catalonia (in Catalan).

Good interior lighting. 

   

   
It has a tactile and auditory map that presents a selection of fifteen tourist attractions 

of the Costa Brava and the Pyrenees of Girona adapted, and visitable, for people with 

disabilities. The material contains information in braille and a QR mobile code through 

which the map’s content can be accessed to listen to in Catalan, Spanish, French, 

English, and German.
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2.2.   WELCOME POINT-GIRONA GIRONÈS

Tourist information service located at one of the main entrances to the city. From this office, 

the official service of guided tourist visits to the city is also managed.

Welcome Point Girona-Gironès
C/ Berenguer Carnicer, 3 
17001 Girona 
Tel. 972 011 669
Email: turisme@girones.cat

Main entrance accessible by ramp. Two-level service desk. 

Partially open circulation inside: there are areas less than 80 cm wide. 

Pamphlets arranged on shelves at an accessible height.

Outdoor area: very good accessibility.

Nearest free parking area reserved for PRM: 3 spaces in the car park on C. Berenguer 

Carnicer, a street beneath the train tracks and in front of the Welcome Point office.  

Access to public transport: nearest stops, L1, L2, L5, L6, Jutjats, 150 m away (accessi-

ble, kerb-side).

Taxi: stops in front of the Welcome Centre.  

   

Good interior lighting. 

2.3. CATALONIA TOURIST OFFICE FOR GIRONA-COSTA BRAVA AIRPORT

Girona-Costa Brava Airport
17185 Vilobí d'Onyar
Tel. 972 94 29 55 
Email: ot.aeroportgirona@gencat.cat

It is accessible as the entire airport terminal is on the same level. Computers are avai-

lable for visitors to consult.

The height of the office counter is not suitable for people with reduced mobility. 

It has Braille tourism guides. 
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3.   HOW TO GET TO GIRONA? 

The city of Girona, just 65 km from the border with France (100 km from Perpignan) and 100 

km from Barcelona, is an excellent starting point to get to know the richness and variety of 

landscapes of the Girona region. This territory has coastal areas that make up one of Girona's 

most internationally recognized brands, the Costa Brava, and the Pyrenees, where you can 

enjoy mountain sports and snow.

3.1.   BY PLANE

Girona-Costa Brava Airport is located 12 km from the city and is well connected to the cen-

tre. From the airport you can access Girona by taxi, car and bus.

      
Aena provides the "Barrier-Free" service, which offers assistance, free of charge, to 

people with reduced mobility who request it.

The request for assistance can be made online or by phone (34) 91 321 10 00 or 972 

18 66 92. Apart from this assistance, it will be necessary to notify the airline, agent or 

tour operator of the need for assistance.

To get to the city of Girona from the airport:

Taxis Costa-Brava: Availability of vehicles adapted for people with reduced mobility. 

On arrival there is a ramp to access the adapted taxi. The car park in front of the termi-

nal is adapted. 

- It is recommended to make a reservation at least 1 day in advance on 972 100 846 or 

663 727 438 info@taxicostabrava.com. 

- Or via the bus line:

Flixbus 
(regular connection with France)

Fill in a form to request an adapted service

Sagalés 972 36 40 72
Call in advance 

to notify that there is 
an adapted service

 Sarfa-Moventis (Costa Brava) 902 302 025

Teisa (Girona-Vic-Lleida) 972 20 48 68
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AENA has a telephone helpline for passengers with hearing and / or speech disabili-

ties. This service allows the user to contact the information and telephone service from 

their computer, tablet or smartphone, in text mode and in real time, without the need for 

people to act as intermediaries. 

3.2.  BY TRAIN

Girona station is in the heart of the city, with regional (RG1) and medium-distance (R11), na-

tional and international connections. Apart from the conventional line, the Girona train sta-

tion is also part of the Madrid-Zaragoza-Barcelona-French border high-speed line, one of the 

main lines of communication between Spain and Europe.

      
The AVE and RENFE stations in Girona have an assistance service for passengers 

with disabilities and / or reduced mobility, a service called "Adif Acerca". The service 

request is requested before the trip through any of the sales channels or by telephone:  

(+34) 917 74 40 40.

3.3.  BY COACH

Next to the high-speed train station is Girona Bus Station, which offers city, regional, national 

and international destinations.

Most intercity coach lines that arrive in the city of Girona have specific adaptations for 

people with reduced mobility with prior demand.

Flixbus Fill out a form
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Sagalés 972 36 40 72

Call in advance 
to notify that there is 

an adapted service

Sarfa-Moventis 902 302 025

Teisa 972 20 48 68

Hispanic Hilarienca
972 20 48 68

972 24 50 12

AMPSA 972 75 82 33 autocars@ampsa.org

Eurolines 972 36 57 89

Adapted public transport can be loaded and unloaded in addition to the planned points:

c / Berenguer Carnicer (at the level of Pl. Jaume Vicens Vives - Girona-Gironès Welcome 

Point) 

 

ALIGHTING COORDINATES:   PARKING COORDINATES:

Bus station Pedret

EPSG:4326
Lon.: 2.81488717
Lat.: 41.97637761

EPSG:4326
Lon.: 2.82460213
Lat.: 41.99050161

UTM ETRS89
X: 484664

Y: 4647170

UTM ETRS89
X: 485471.8

Y: 4648736.5

3.4.  BY ROAD

The main roads to access Girona are:

          • AP-7: Barcelona-France toll motorway

          • N-II / A-2: Madrid - Barcelona - France national highway

          • C-25 (Transversal Way): two-lane motorway in the direction of Girona - Vic - Lleida. 

4.  HOW TO GET AROUND GIRONA?

Palau Pavilion Fontajau Pavilion

EPSG:4326
Lon.: 2.819626
Lat.: 41.964887

EPSG:4326
Lon.: 2.81103551
Lat.: 41.99143459

UTM ETRS89
X: 485056

Y: 4645897

UTM ETRS89
X: 484348

Y: 4648843
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4.1.   MOBILITY IN THE CITY

Girona is a city of short distances and easy to reach the farthest points.

Since 1998, with the approval of the first Accessibility Plan for the city of Girona, and 

with its subsequent revision and updating in 2013, Girona has worked to improve the 

accessibility of the city’s public space, focusing on various aspects such as the width of 

the pavements, pedestrian ways, acoustic signs, design and placement of street furni-

ture, etc.

In general, accessibility to the majority of the most touristy areas of the city is good, ex-

cept for part of the Old Quarter and especially the Jewish Quarter, which has high slo-

pes, cobbled pavements and several sections with stairs. The most commercial districts 

such as the Mercadal and the Eixample have good accessibility, with wide pavements 

and pedestrian ways. Most of the city's streets have a slope of less than 6%.  

   

In the city of Girona there are 141 traffic light crossings, 52 of which are adapted for 

the blind.  We have a total of 154 pedestrian crossings with acoustic modules adapted 

for the blind or visually impaired.

   

The company, Bosch Ortopèdics, offers a rental service for walkers, wheelchairs and 

scooters to visit the city (one day, one week or longer periods). Possibility to get or pick 

up the scooter at the desired location. For more information, contact:

Bosch Ortopèdics
Ctra. Barcelona, 9
17002 Girona
Tel. 972 20 39 86
Email: girona@ortopediabosch.com

4.2.  TAXIS

There are taxi ranks at:

          •  Avinguda de Ramon Folch, 2 (in front of Correus)

          •  Avinguda Montilivi, 125 aprox. 

          •  RENFE station (Pl. Espanya, 4)
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          •  Hospital Dr. Josep Trueta (Av. França, 60)

          •  Carrer Barcelona, 93 

          •  Avinguda St. Francesc, 5 and 9

GITAXI
Tel. 607 028 548 / 972 222 323
Email: info@gitaxi.cat

TAXI DE GIRONA, SALT I SARRIÀ DE TER. Tel. 605 727 272

Availability of vehicles adapted for people with reduced mobility (9). Advance booking 

is advised to ensure vehicle availability. 

4.3.  VEHICLES

4.3.1. PARKING

The city has different free and paid parking areas in the blue zone or private zone.

The city of Girona offers a good number of parking spaces reserved for people with 

reduced mobility. You can see their location on the following map:  www.girona.cat/
turisme/go?url=5

In addition, in accordance with the municipal traffic ordinance of Girona, everyone who 

has a parking card for people with reduced mobility issued by the Administration, both 

in the form of "driver" and "non-driver", can park in the loading and unloading areas 

of Girona. The vehicle transported by the cardholder and parked in a loading and un-

loading area of Girona must display, in addition to the original and valid parking card, 

a time indicator that shows the time at which parking began in the reserved area. The 

maximum parking period in the loading and unloading area is 60 minutes.
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PARKING:

          • Plaça Pompeu Fabra s / n

          • Berenguer Carnicer

          • Santa Eugènia, 9-11

          • Emili Grahit, at the level of the Carles Rahola library

          • Joan Maragall, at the level of Plaça Miquel de Palol

4.3.2. ADAPTED CAR RENTAL

Adapted car rental companies:

Avis: Tel. 902 180 854
Hertz: Tel. 902 402 405
Europcar
Sixt

4.4.   CITY BUS 

Girona has 12 city bus lines that allow you to get around all the neighbourhoods with 

ease. Single tickets can be purchased on the actual bus on TMG lines, with a bank card.

All city bus lines in the city are partially adapted (tilting and/or ramps) for people with 

reduced mobility. 

Guaranteed minimum frequency every 30 minutes on weekdays (except L9 and L10, 

every 60 minutes).

Interactive Girona mobility map:

www.girona.cat/turisme/go?url=6

All city bus lines are fully adapted with a ground floor and have access measures for 

PRM: ramps and tilts.

You can use the Appbus tool to check the stop times www.girona.cat/appbus or Giro-

naApp (for iOS and Android). It is also available through the main TMG website.

Discounted bus cards such as the T10, the T50/30 depend on the Girona ATM, which 

indicates the points of sale and top-up of the cards.

At the bus station at the TMG Office - Girocleta (Tel. 972 21 91 81) you can purchase 
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the Social Bus card for people registered in Girona over the age of 18 with a disability 

of 65% or more, or for Absolute permanent disability or severely disabled 

5.   WHAT TO DO? TOURIST RESOURCES

5.1.   THE HISTORIC CITY

5.1.1. The Força Vella

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the 1st century BC, the Romans built a powerful fortress that ran along an almost triangu-

lar perimeter, a kind of acropolis, the Força Vella, very well protected by walls built with large 

stone ashlars. It is the first enclosure in the city, unchanged until the 10th century AD and still 

noticeable today in some walls.
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This district is found on the hill in the Old Quarter. Due to its irregular terrain and steep, 

cobblestone streets, the area is rather difficult in terms of mobility for those using whe-

elchairs, have reduced mobility or are visually disabled. It can be accessed from Carrer 

de la Força, a kerb-less pedestrian street with slopes ranging from 8 to 12%, which 

crosses the Força Vella district from end to end.

5.1.2. THE CATHEDRAL
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the most genuine part of the Força Vella lies the Cathedral. Built between the 11th and 

18th centuries, it is shaped from a set of walls and spaces of different styles, from the Roma-

nesque (cloister and tower of Charlemagne) to the Baroque façade and staircase. The most 

unique is the large Gothic nave (C. XV-XVI) which with a width of 23 m is the widest Gothic 

vaulted space in the world.

Accessibility information: see section 5.2.7 Cathedral Treasure Museum.

5.1.3. SANT PERE DE GALLIGANTS AND SANT NICOLAU
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The monumentality of the temple, with a basilica floor 

plan, and the iconographic interest of the capitals of the 

central nave and the cloister of this Benedictine monas-

tery (C. XII), now a museum, together with the nearby 

chapel of Sant Nicolau, used as an exhibition hall, form 

one of the most notable Romanesque complexes in Ca-

talonia.

Accessibility information: see sections 5.2.5 Archeolo-

gy Museum and 5.3.7 Bòlit

5.1.4. THE ARAB BATHS
 

Unique Romanesque construction (C. XII) inspired by 

the baths of the Arab world, which has the most admi-

rable elements in the entrance hall to the dressing room 

and rest room, covered with an annular vault, and the 

dome on thin columns and beautifully ornamented capi-

tals that covers the central pool. 

Ferran el Catòlic s/n
17004 Girona
Tel. 972 19 09 69
Email: banysarabs@girones.cat

Not accessible to wheelchair users.

Entrance is hard to access, with steps higher than 5 cm.

Difficult interior circulation: a large number of stone steps and metal spiral staircases 

with steps of over 5 cm high. 

Reduced entry of € 1.20 for people with disabilities between 33% and 66% and a com-

panion; free, if more than 66%. 

Outdoor area: located on the hill of the Old Quarter, with irregular cobblestone streets. 

There are no accessible parking spaces less than 250 m away, due to the difficulties of 

navigating the streets, with irregular cobblestones and slopes between 8% and 12%. 

Access to public transport: nearest stop, L11 C. Calderers, 290 m away (non-accessi-

ble). There are no adapted stops in the immediate area.

Taxi: stops at the building entrance. 
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Tactile elements are not available. 

Adapted guided tours are not available. 

 Guided tours from June to September on Tuesdays and Saturdays in Catalan, Spanish, 

English and French. Visits in Catalan during the European Heritage Days (October).

Good interior lighting.

There are texts in Catalan, Spanish, English and French; graphics and explanatory ima-

ges inside. There are many steps throughout the route. 

Reduced price of entry (€1) for those holding a disabled discount card.

Located on the hill in the Old Quarter. Cobbled, uneven and irregular streets. 

No interior signs or explanatory text. 

No audiovisual or audio-guides available. 

A brochure is available at the entrance with a brief introduction in Catalan, Spanish, 

English and French and an illustration of the interior grounds displaying what uses 

were given to each room. 

Reduced entry of € 1.20 for people with disabilities between 33% and 66% and a 

companion; free, if more than 66%. 

No adapted restrooms. No interior signs or explanatory text at all.

A brochure is available at the entrance with a brief introduction in Catalan, Spanish, 

English and French and an illustration of the interior grounds displaying what uses 

were given to each room. 

Reduced price of entry (€1) for those having a disabled discount card.

5.1.5. THE BASILICA OF SANT FELIU

The first cathedral of Girona until the C. X, is one of the 

most representative Gothic buildings, especially the 

slender bell tower (C. XIV-XVI). With a built-in appearan-

ce, the Romanesque head was completed with Gothic 

naves and a Baroque façade (C. XIII-XVIII). Its interior 

preserves remarkable works of art, such as the eight pa-

gan and early Christian sarcophagi (C. IV) and the Laying 
Christ (C. XIV) of the master Aloi. Pujada de Sant Feliu, 29.

17004 Girona
Tel. 972 176 861 
Email: visites@catedraldegirona.cat
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Main entrance not accessible with ramp. The accessible entrance is the south side door, 

which is an automatic door.

The visit to the basilica can be easily followed, with the exception of the apse with early 

Christian sarcophagi, not accessible with steps larger than 5 cm. An overview of the 

apse and sarcophagi can be seen from the nave. 

It has no adapted toilets. 

On-time assistance from museum staff is available at all times. 

Reduced entry of € 1.20 for people with disabilities between 33% and 66% and a com-

panion; free, if more than 66%. This ticket also includes a visit to Girona Cathedral.

Located in the upper part of the Old Quarter with cobbled streets and irregular pave-

ment, with a slope of 8-12%. 

Nearest free parking area reserved for PRM: 3 places in Plaça dels Apòstols, 200 m, 

or 3 places in Plaça de Sant Feliu, 230 m. Slope between 8-12% and irregular cobbled 

pavement to reach the basilica. 

Access to public transport: nearest stop L11 Calderers, 130 m away (non-accessible). 

From the stop, access to the basilica is difficult, with cobbled streets and sloping (8-

12%). There are no adapted stops in the immediate area. 

Taxi: stop in front of the Basilica of Sant Feliu.

   

Audio guide without audio description in Catalan, Spanish, English, French, German, 

Italian and Russian. 

Tactile elements or adapted visits are not available. 

Properly signposted route and contrasting informative texts. In some cases the font 

may be slightly small. 

Poor interior lighting. 

Difficult exterior accessibility due to the irregular and cobbled pavement. 

Free admission for the visually impaired and a companion.

   

There are identifying texts of the spaces and the pieces on display. 

Written transcript of the audio guide script. 

Reduced entry of € 1.20 for people with disabilities between 33% and 66% and a 

companion; free, if more than 66%. 

   

There are identifying texts of the exhibited pieces. 

There are no adapted visits or workshops. 

Free admission for people with mental disabilities and a companion.
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5.1.6. THE JEWISH QUARTER

Within the Força Vella, one of 

the most emblematic spaces is 

the Jewish Quarter, formed by a 

labyrinth of alleys and courtyards 

that maintain the atmosphere of 

medieval times. It is one of the 

best-preserved Jewish neighbor-

hoods in the world and a clear 

example of the importance of 

Jewish culture in Girona.

This area is found within the Força Vella district and is known for its labyrinth of 

alleyways with pronounced slopes and many steps. It can be accessed from Carrer 

de la Força, a kerb-less pedestrian street with slopes ranging from 8 to 12%, which 

crosses the Força Vella district from end to end.

5.1.7. THE MEDIEVAL EIXAMPLE

The medieval city was formed between the 11th and 15th centuries with new neighborhoods 

to the north of the Força Vella (Sant Feliu and Sant Pere), to the south (l'Areny and Vilanova) 

and to the west (Mercadal), protected by new walls of which sections that can be visited along 

the ring road are preserved.
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The hamlets of Sant Feliu and Sant Pere generally have good external accessibility, 

except for specific sectors such as the surroundings of Sant Pere de Galligants. 

The Areny and Vilanova sector has good accessibility in its lower part (Rambla, 

C. Ciutadans); on the other hand, the highest part is not accessible, with streets with 

high slopes and sections with steps. 

The Mercadal sector has good accessibility, with wide pavements and lowered pa-

thways.

5.1.8. THE VALLEY AND THE MONASTERY OF SANT DANIEL

From Sant Pere de Galligants you can access the Sant Daniel valley, an extensive green area 

next to the city with shady landscapes and water fountains. The church, which preserves the 

tomb of St. Daniel (C. XIV), work of the master Aloi, and the cloister of the monastery (C. XII-

XV) are a beautiful example of Romanesque construction with Gothic additions.
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Access to the Sant Daniel valley is difficult with a wheelchair, as the pavements are 

narrow and at some points are interrupted. In the valley itself, at this moment there 

are no itineraries specifically designated as accessible, but one can easily get around 

some of the paths that cross the valley.

5.1.9. THE WALLS

The extension of the Roman walls in medieval times now allows us to walk along the ring 

road of the walls and follow Europe’s longest sections of Carolingian wall (C. IX). The various 

towers are really privileged viewpoints of the city and its surroundings.

The walls are not accessible, due to the presence of different sections of stairs.
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5.1.10. THE RAMBLA DE LA LLIBERTAT

A space urbanised in the 13th century for 

the holding of the market, it is a magnificent 

space extending along the Onyar river which 

has as a characteristic element the vaults, 

low porches with uneven arches, and which 

has long been the main shopping centre and 

resting point in Girona, where buildings of 

interest are concentrated, such as the mo-

dernist façade of the Norat house (1912).

Good exterior accessibility.

5.1.11. THE PLAÇA DEL VI

A very busy space, delimited by porches, by the so-called Palau del General, a Gothic-Re-

naissance building that was the seat of the administration of the Generalitat in the lands of 

Girona in the 16th and 17th centuries and by the Town Hall and the Municipal Theatre, a 

remarkable nineteenth-century coliseum among the most interesting in Catalonia.

Good exterior accessibility.

5.1.12. SANT MARTÍ SACOSTA

Girona has preserved many intact medieval and modern spaces with an exceptional atmos-

phere and beauty, where time seems to have stopped. This is the case of the space framed by 

the church of the old convent of Sant Martí (C. XVII), with the façade and the baroque stairs 

that precede it, and the Agullana palace house (C. XVI-XVII), which has in the covered and 

skewed arch one of the unique images of the city.

Located in the upper part of the Old Quarter, it is an inaccessible space for people 

with reduced mobility. However, there is a good view of the church, the stairs and the 

Agullana Palace from Plaça de l'Oli.
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5.1.13. THE PLAÇA INDEPENDÈNCIA

Designed by Martí Sureda 

on the site of the old con-

vent of Sant Agustí, it is the 

quintessential square in Gi-

rona, a neoclassical porti-

coed square, very popular 

due to its numerous restau-

rants. In the middle stands 

the monument to the de-

fenders of the city of Giro-

na during the sieges of 

1808-1809, by the sculptor 

Parera.

Good exterior accessibility.

5.1.14. THE HOUSES OF ONYAR
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Girona offers spectacular images of steep streets, spaces with porches and, above all, the 

facades of the houses of the Onyar, the river that crosses the city, painted in bright colours, 

which make up the most emblematic image of Girona. One of these houses is the Casa Masó, 

which can be visited. Among the bridges that cross the river are those of Gómez, slender and 

light, and Palanques Vermelles (1827), built by the Eiffel House.

The houses of the Onyar can be seen from different strategic points in the historic 

centre. As for the bridges over the Onyar in the Old Quarter, only the Sant Feliu bri-

dge and, partially, the Sant Agustí bridge are accessible.

5.1.15. THE MODERNIST AND NOUCENTIST ARCHITECTURE

The architecture of Modernism and Noucentism is also present in the urban landscape of 

Girona, the result of the growth and transformation of the city at the beginning of the 20th 

century. A walk through the city centre and neighbourhoods allows one to admire apartment 

blocks, detached houses and industrial buildings by architects such as Rafael Masó (Bloc Bat-

lle, Farinera Teixidor, Casa Masó, "la Punxa" and Casa Gispert Saüch), Eugeni Campllonch 

(Casa Franquesa), Isidre Bosch i Bataller (Casa Furest and Casa Noguera), Joan Roca Pinet 

(Casa Norat and Casa Rigau), Josep Martí Burch (Bloc Auguet), and Enric Catà i Catà (Regàs 

Distilleries and Distilleries Gerunda), among others.

The surroundings of most of the modernist and noucentist buildings in the city have 

good external accessibility. The Casa Masó, which can be visited, is adapted for peo-

ple with reduced mobility (see section 5.2.4 Casa Masó).
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5.2.   MUSEUMS

5.2.1. THE JEWISH HISTORY MUSEUM

It tells the story of the medieval Jewish communities of Catalonia, with special attention to 

that of Girona. The unique collection of medieval Hebrew tombstones from the Jewish ceme-

tery of Montjuïc stands out.

Discounted entry: Disability card holders (a companion will also have free entry if the disabi-

lity card specifies it).

Carrer de la Força, 8
17004 Girona
Tel. 972 216 761
Email: callgirona@ajgirona.cat

Difficult main entrance: there is a ramp with three steps less than 2 cm to reach the tic-

ket office and stairs more than 5 cm to access the exhibition space. Difficult alternative 

access (a step greater than 5 cm) via a medium-sized lift. It is necessary to request the 

lift at reception, the museum staff accompanies you to the lift and indicates the route 

to follow. This service is subject to staff availability: Tuesday to Saturday from 10a.m. to 

3p.m., outside of these hours it is necessary to call 972 216 761 in advance to confirm 

staff availability.

Good interior circulation with some difficulty that can be overcome with ramps or any 

steps of between 2 and 5 cm that does not prevent the viewing of the space. The only 

space inaccessible for wheelchair users is the micvé, a narrow space which is accessed 

by stairs over 5 cm. 

The exhibition can be easily followed. You must ask reception how to follow the chro-

nological order through the alternative route if you use the lift. The vast majority of 

display cases and exhibits are at a height visible to wheelchair users.
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Non-adapted public service desk, but timely assistance from museum staff is availa-

ble at all times. 

Outdoor area: cobbled pedestrian street, with slightly irregular pavement and a slope of 8-12%.

Nearest free parking area reserved for PRM: 1 space at Plaça de Sant Josep, 290 m 

away. Access to the museum from these points via C. de la Força, cobbled and with a 

slope of 8-12%.

Access to public transport: nearest stop L11 Cort Reial (accessible, kerb), 210 m 

away. Access to the museum from this point by C. de la Força, cobbled and with a 

slope of 8-12%.

Taxi: Plaça de la Catedral, 50 m away, or Plaça de l’Oli, 150 m away. Access to the mu-

seum from these points via C. de la Força, cobbled and with a slope of 8-12%.

There are adapted toilets in the courtyard on the 2nd floor and in the Institute of 

Nahmanide Studies.

   

Good interior lighting.

Mostly the text is contrasted. In Catalan it is a good size, in Spanish, English and 

French, slightly small.

Audiovisual on the first floor, audio in Catalan.

Audio guide without audio description, in Catalan, Spanish, English, French and He-

brew.

The exhibition furniture does not obstruct circulation. 

Free entry for those having a disabled discount card. 

   
   

Exhibition with explanatory texts in rooms in Catalan, Spanish, English and French. 

Audiovisual on the first floor, audio in Catalan with subtitles in Catalan, Spanish, 

English and French.

   
   

No adapted services.
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5.2.2. THE CINEMA MUSEUM

It occupies the old Casa de les Aigües, in a central part of the Mercadal, and exhibits the va-

luable Tomàs Mallol collection of pre-cinema, from the first moving images of the shadow 

theatre to cinema as it is now.

Sèquia, 1 
17001 Girona
Tel. 972 412 777 
Email: info@museudelcinema.cat

Difficult main entrance (step of about 5 cm).

Full internal circulation, with some slightly heavy doors. 

The visit can be easily followed, objects displayed at a suitable height.

Two average-sized adapted lifts. 

Adapted mixed toilet, with free turning space less than 150 cm, located on the ground 

floor.

Non-adapted customer service desk, but timely assistance from museum staff is avai-

lable at all times. 

Reduced price of entry (€3) for those having a disabled discount card and one accom-

panying person. 

Good exterior accessibility, with pavements with lowered pathway.

Nearest free parking area reserved for PRM: 1 Space in Plaça Santa Susanna, in front 

of the Mercadal Church, 50 m away.

Access to public transport: nearest L11 stop, CAP Santa Clara, 100 m away (accessible, 

kerb). Other nearby accessible stops (on kerb): L1, L2, L5, L6 Gran Via Jaume I / C. Nou, 

260 m away, Plaça Constitució, 290 m away. 

Taxi: possibility to stop in front of the museum. 
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Very visual exhibition. Some reproductions on display can be touched. 

Guided tactile tours with prior reservation fifteen days in advance.

Audio guide without audio description in Catalan, Spanish, English and French, acces-

sible for free through the Cinema Museum website.

Properly signposted route. In general, the exhibition furniture does not obstruct cir-

culation.

Some of the rooms have low lighting with poorly contrasted text. 

Interior circulation with same level flooring, some ramps and / or stairs not marked 

with stripes of contrasting colour. 

Adapted lift with buttons in Braille.

Reduced price of entry (€3) for those having a disabled discount card and one accom-

panying person. 

   

Very visual exhibition with a large volume of explanatory texts. 

Written signs indicate the different rooms.

Most audiovisuals are mute (musical accompaniment only), except for the main au-

diovisual, with no subtitles. 

Reduced price of entry (€3) for those having a disabled discount card and one accom-

panying person. 

   

Very visual exhibition with non-adapted explanatory texts. Possibility of touching and 

experimenting with some of the displayed material.

Guided tours and adapted educational workshops with prior reservation fifteen days 

in advance.

Reduced price of entry (€3) for those having a disabled discount card and one accom-

panying person.
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5.2.3. THE GIRONA HISTORY MUSEUM

It occupies an old convent of Capuchin 

monks (C. XVIII), of which the desicca-

tor, the cloister and the cistern are pre-

served, and explains the process of the 

formation of Girona, from the founda-

tion by the Romans (C. I BC) until the 

recovery of democracy, from 1975. It 

has various thematic areas, such as the 

Sardana Room.

Força, 27
17004 Girona
Tel. 972 222 229
Email: museuhistoria@ajgirona.cat

Main entrance difficult to access (step over 5 cm). 

Reception with counter adapted to two heights. 

Partial internal circulation via an alternative route, which is accessed by a lift (me-

dium-sized and adapted). The lift cannot be accessed when the Municipal Archive 

is closed (Monday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday and Sunday from 3 pm). During these 

hours only the ground floor can be visited.

It is necessary to be accompanied by museum staff to indicate the route to follow, for 

this reason it is necessary to call in advance to ensure its availability.

Accessible spaces:

• Partially accessible ground floor: it has three spaces that are difficult to access (ceme-

tery of the convent of Sant Antoni de Padua, cloister of the courtyard and room with 

small format exhibitions) with steps greater than 5 cm.  

•  First floor: full visit following an alternative route in non-chronological order.

•  Second floor: inaccessible. 

•  Third floor: partially accessible. There is a space that is difficult to access (Girona 

C. XIX), with steps greater than 5 cm and two lifting platforms with a maximum wei-

ght of 150 kg. 

• Temporary exhibition: access by lift, indoor circulation with ramps, except for an in-

accessible room, with two steps greater than 5 cm.

Adapted mixed toilet, to be able to access it is necessary to ask the museum staff. Only 

available during lift availability hours.

Disability card holders have free admission with a companion.  
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Outdoor area: access via Carrer de la Força, a cobbled pedestrian street with a fairly 

irregular pavement and a slope of 8-12%.

Nearest free parking area reserved for PRM:  3 spaces in Plaça dels Apòstols, 150 m, 

with a steep slope (over 12%) to reach the Museum.

Access to public transport: nearest stop, L11 Cort Reial, 210 m away (accessible, kerb).

Taxi: The taxi stops at Plaça de la Catedral, 50 m away or at Plaça de l’Oli, 150 m away.

   

Main entrance with a step greater than 5 cm not signposted.

Written and graphic signs indicate the different rooms.

Circulation with some stairs and ramps that are not signposted. Exhibition furniture 

can impede circulation.

Adapted lift with buttons in Braille. The lift cannot be accessed when the Municipal Ar-

chive is closed (Monday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday from 3 pm and on Sundays all day. 

During these hours only the ground floor can be visited).

Good lighting inside the rooms. 

There are no tactile visits or reproductions of displayed tactile pieces. 

Audio guide without audio description in Catalan, Spanish, English and French via the 

mobile app, Girona In.

Large font, except in some rooms with smaller texts.

Disability card holders have free admission with a companion.

   

Exhibition with a large volume of explanatory texts.

Audiovisual with subtitles on the ground floor, on Roman Girona. 

Written transcript of the audio guide script through the Girona In app. 

All visits and workshops can be in sign language in Catalan with prior reservation at 

least one week in advance. 

Disability card holders have free admission with a companion.

   

Exhibition with a large volume of non-adapted explanatory texts.
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5.2.4. THE CASA MASÓ

Birthplace of Rafael Masó (1880-1935), one of the 

most important works of his architecture and the 

only house open to the public of the famous houses 

on the Girona river.

Ballesteries, 29
17004 Girona
Tel. 972 413 989
Email: info@rafaelmaso.org

The main entrance has a step of more than 5 cm, two slightly heavy hinged manual 

doors and a reduced door width.

Alternative entry for wheelchair users accessible without gradient. Please contact re-

ception or telephone 972 413 989.

Visiting the inside can be easily followed and it is possible to access all the spaces, ex-

cept the stairs (alternative route with adapted lift). Due to its characteristics (it is a 

building from the beginning of the 20th century), it has narrow doors and corridors 

with a width of less than 80 cm and a slight drop of less than 5 cm. These difficulties can 

be overcome by an alternative route.  

Adapted toilet on the ground floor.

Free folding chair loan service for guests with reduced mobility. 

Reduced price of entry (€2.5) for those having a disabled discount card and one accom-

panying person. 

Outdoor area: pavement with a width between 90 cm and 1.50 m, at a height above the 

road of more than 5 cm without lowered pathways. The ramps at the ends of the street 

must be used to get onto the pavements. 

Nearest free parking area reserved for PRM: 3 places in the Plaça de Sant Feliu, 

230 m away.  

Access to public transport: nearest stop L11 Calderers, 110 m away (non-accessible). 

Nearest accessible stop L11 Cort Reial 150 m away (on the pavement).

Taxi: stop at the ends of Carrer Ballesteries, between 50 m and 100 m away. 

   
   

Tactile elements or adapted visits are not available. 

General guided tour in Catalan, Spanish, English and French. 

Adapted lift. Good interior lighting. 

Reduced price of entry (€2.5) for those holding a disabled discount card and one ac-

companying person. 
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Audiovisual without voice, with background music that accompanies the images.

Written transcript, by means of a booklet with information on the guided tour. 

Reduced price of entry (€2.5) for those holding a disabled discount card and one ac-

companying person. 

   

Adapted interactive guided tours at least one week in advance.

Reduced price of entry (€2.5) for those holding a disabled discount card and one ac-

companying person. 

5.2.5. THE ARCHAEOLOGY MUSEUM

Founded in 1846, it is one of the oldest in Catalonia. It gathers the archaeological materials 

found in the excavations of the Girona region, from prehistory to the Middle Ages, in particu-

lar, of Empúries and Girona itself.

Monestir de Sant Pere de Galligants
Santa Llúcia, 8
17007 Girona 
Tel. 972 202 632
Email: macgirona.cultura@gencat.cat

Main entrance practicable with ramps. At the exit there is a small drop, less than 5 cm 

at the door, before going down the ramp.

Partially accessible indoor visit: 

• The nave and the cloister are accessible by small ramps with a slightly irregular cob-

bled pavement. 

• Permanent exhibition not accessible (many steps greater than 5 cm). 

• Partially accessible shop space: it is located on an elevated platform accessible on one 

side with a ramp. Narrow areas and lack of visibility of objects in the upper display 

cases. 

Visit of the outdoor gardens not accessible and difficult for people with reduced mobi-

lity: steps greater than 5 cm and irregularities of the terrain. 

It does not have an adapted toilet. 
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Free entry for those holding a disabled discount card and one accompanying person. 

Access: it is necessary to circulate a section of 50-75 m along the cobbled road of Ca-

rrer Riu Galligants, with vehicular traffic (low traffic density).

Nearest free parking area reserved for PRM: 1 space in Plaça de Sant Josep, 190 m 

away. From here, it is difficult to access the monastery (it is necessary to circulate a sec-

tion of 50-75 m along the cobbled road of Carrer Riu Galligants, with vehicular traffic).

Access to public transport: nearest stop L11 Carrer Bellaire (not accessible), 150 m 

away. Nearest accessible stop L11 Jaume Pons i Martí, 180 m away.

Taxi: Museum square entrance access. 

   

Tactile elements are not available. 

Adapted guided tour with prior reservation at least one week in advance. Minimum 

groups of 15-20 people. Special prices, check rates at the museum.

Good interior lighting.

Contrasting explanatory texts in Catalan. Poorly contrasted texts in Spanish and Engli-

sh. 

Free entry for those holding a disabled discount card and one accompanying person. 

   

Large volume of explanatory texts throughout the monastery and in the permanent 

exhibition. Texts accompanied by illustrations and photographs, in Catalan, Spanish and 

English.  

ArqueoXarxa interactive screen with maps, videos, photographs and written informa-

tion about the different museums in the network. 

Transcript written in a booklet with the room’s information, in Catalan, Spanish and 

English.  

Free entry for those holding a disabled discount card and one accompanying person. 

   

There are no simplified texts, but the information in the room is accompanied by very 

explanatory drawings and photographs. 

Adapted guided tours: with prior reservation one week in advance. Minimum groups 

15-20 people. Special prices, check rates at the museum.

Possibility of adapted theatrical guided tour with prior reservation one week in advan-

ce. Minimum groups 15-20 people. Special prices, check rates at the museum.

Free entry for those holding a disabled discount card and one accompanying person. 
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5.2.6. THE ART MUSEUM

Located in the old Episcopal Palace, this remarkable building, modified and enlarged between 

the 10th and 18th centuries, contains a valuable collection of art from the Girona region. 

The Romanesque and Gothic collections place the museum in third place in importance in 

Catalonia.

Pujada de la Catedral, 12
17004 Girona
Tel. 972 203 834
Email: museuart_girona.cultura@gencat.net

Free entrance
Person with a certificate of disability.

Companion of a person with a disability.

Customer service point
The customer service point is located in the museum lobby, on the 1st floor.

The counter has a section at a maximum height of 85 cm and has a free base space.

Support staff wear a red jacket or black shirt, and wear a personal ID.

The visit
At the customer service point an orientation plan is offered in axonometric perspective 

and colour codes that correspond to the signage of the room number. The plan also 

proposes a circuit through the most representative works.
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The spaces are well lit and the walls contrast with the floor. However, in room 3b and 

an area of room 5, for reasons of preservation of the books on display, there is less li-

ghting. There is a sign reporting this situation. Another point with low light intensity is 

the Prison, on the 4th floor.

Objects
The visit can be easily followed, objects displayed at a suitable height.

Each object has identification texts.

   

Outdoor area

Located on the hill of the Old Quarter, with uneven cobblestone streets. Slopes of more 

than 12%. Difficult to access.

Car parks for people with reduced mobility

• 2 municipal parking spaces for PRM next to the main access (ascent of the Cathedral, 

12).

• 4 municipal parking spaces for municipal PRM in Plaça de Sant Domènec, 130 meters 

from the main entrance of the museum.

• Public transport: nearest stop L7 in Plaça Sant Domènec (not accessible). 

• Taxi: in front of the museum.

Access

The first part of the main access (to the courtyard) is via a staircase, then there is an 

outdoor lift leading to the lobby, on the 1st floor.

To access it in a wheelchair, there is a secondary entrance on Carrer Pere Rocabertí, 

with a ramp with a slope of more than 12% and in an immediate area that is also difficult 

to access. Customer service must be notified in advance (tel. 972 20 38 34 or email: 

museuart_girona.cultura@gencat.cat). It is recommended to communicate the visit in 

advance and it is advisable to be accompanied.

Permanent exhibition spaces

The Art Museum is located in the old Episcopal Palace. The museum's permanent ex-

hibition occupies 5 floors, 18 rooms in total. Of the 1,300 m2 area, 72% is wheelchair 

accessible via ramps and lifts. The spaces that can only be accessed via stairs are the 

Prison and the monographic rooms. 

Temporary exhibition spaces

Area 3. The rooms in this area are located on the 2nd floor, the 3rd floor and part of the 

4th floor.
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Floor 2: room 3.1, access by lift from the lobby on the 1st floor, rooms 3.2 and 3.3, 

access via stairs of 3 and 4 steps.

Floor 3: accessed via two flight of stairs of 8 steps each.

Floor 4 - viewpoint: accessed via two flight of stairs of 8 steps each.

Area 2. The 2 rooms in this area are located on the 5th floor. Accessed via a staircase 

or via a lift from the 1st floor.

Educational space. Accessible with some difficulty: 1 step greater than 5 cm.

Accessible toilets.

There is an accessible toilet on the 1st floor, next to the lounge. The key must be re-

quested at the customer service point.

There is a wheelchair loan service (can be requested at the customer service point), 

stools are provided (self-service), there are seating areas along the route and a loun-

ge next to the toilets.

   

The exhibition furniture does not obstruct circulation, with the exception of some 

obstacles in height not signposted (room 3).

Lift adapted with keypads with visual numbering, in braille and in high relief.

Objects accessible to touch and information in braille.

A tactile tour is offered throughout the permanent exhibition, with a selection of ob-

jects from different eras, artistic styles and materials. The objects are accompanied by 

a braille poster. They are located in rooms 5, 9, 12 and room m2 (monographs).

In room 5 there is a table of typological experimentation on Romanesque stone sculp-

ture. Various original objects and notebooks in braille and macrotypes are exhibited.

5.2.7. THE CATHEDRAL TREASURE MUSEUM

It preserves notable works of religious art, such as the codex of the Beatus (C. X), the famous 

Tapestry of Creation (C. XII), a valuable set of Gothic painting and silverware and the Renais-

sance altarpiece of St. Helena (C. XVI).

Plaça de la Catedral
17004 Girona
Tel. 972 427 189
Email: visites@catedraldegirona.cat

Holders of a card for people with a disability 

of more than 66% have free entry, as well 

as the accompanying person. 
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Access through the Plaça dels Apòstols: 

• Main entrance accessible by ramp. To get there, you have to go around the cathedral 

and ascend two steps greater than 5 cm. 

• Alternative entrance for wheelchair users through the side door of the cathedral. 

Please call the customer service telephone number 972 427 189 at the time of arri-

val.

Most of the route is accessible, with some exceptions: 

• The visit to the Cathedral Treasury Museum can be easily followed. 

• The visit inside the cathedral can be easily followed with the exception of the Con-

ventual Chapel with steps greater than 5 cm. 

• The cloister of the cathedral is inaccessible, with steps greater than 5 cm. The interior 

has seating areas. 

• The Tinell room is inaccessible and has a significant volume of steps greater than 5 

cm.  

• The Chapel of Hope is difficult to access with a drop of 2 steps greater than 5 cm. 

Non-adapted reception desk. No adapted toilets.

On-time assistance from museum staff is available at all times. 

Reduced entry of € 1.20 for people with reduced mobility and a companion. 

Located on the hill of the Old Quarter, with uneven cobblestone streets. Slopes of more 

than 12%. 

Nearest free parking area reserved for PRM: 3 places in the Plaça dels Apòstols 15 m 

away, with good accessibility to the cathedral.

Access to public transport: nearest stop L7 Plaça Sant Domènec, 180 m away (non-ac-

cessible). From the stop, access to the cathedral is difficult, with cobbled and sloping 

streets. There are no adapted stops in the immediate area. 

Taxi: Plaça dels Apòstols, 15 m away. 

   

The museum and cathedral do not have tactile elements or adapted tours. 

Audio guide without audio description in Catalan, Spanish, English, French, German, Ita-

lian and Russian. 

Properly signposted route and contrasting informative texts. In some cases the lette-

ring is slightly small. 

Good lighting inside the rooms. The exhibition furniture does not obstruct circulation.

Some unmarked stairs.

Free admission for the visually impaired and a companion.
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Identification texts of the spaces and the pieces on display. 

6 screens with information along the way, 5 of which have no sound. 

Reduced entry of € 1.20 for people with hearing impairments and a companion.

   

Identification texts of the exhibited pieces. 

There are no adapted visits or workshops. 

Free admission for people with mental disabilities and a companion.

5.3.   OTHER FEATURES

5.3.1. FONTANA D’OR – CAIXAFÒRUM GIRONA

An exceptional example in Catalonia of civil romantic architecture with Gothic additions. It is 

currently home to CaixaFòrum Girona's cultural activities and exhibitions.

C / Ciutadans, 19
17004 Girona
Tel. 972 209 836

Main entrance featuring automatic glass door accessible via ramp .

Full circulation inside via fixed ramps, some temporary ramps and a lift. 

In order to access the courtyard, reception must be called in order to set up a tempo-

rary ramp. 

Large adapted lift. 

Unisex adapted toilet on the second floor.

Two-level service desk. Fixtures and lockers at a suitable height. 

Rest areas throughout the exhibition rooms and spaces. 

Wheelchairs available. Conference room with areas reserved for wheelchair users. 

Outdoor area: good accessibility, with pavements wider than 80 cm, except at the ends 

nearest the square, Pl. de l’Oli which are under 80 cm wide. 

Nearest free parking area reserved for PRM:  1 space in Pl. Sant Josep , approximately 

110 m away.  

Access to public transport: nearest stop, L11, Cort Reial, 110 m away (accessible, kerb). 

Taxi: stops in front of the CaixaFòrum. 
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Most of the exhibitions do not have adapted services.

Written signs indicate the different rooms.

Adapted lift with buttons in Braille.

Guided tours every Saturday at 7 pm in Catalan. Tours in other language must be 

booked in advance. 

   

Written signs indicate the different rooms.

Explanatory texts for the exhibitions are in Catalan and Spanish. English transcription 

in pamphlet form is available at the reception desk. 

Guided tours via audio-guide every Saturday at 7 pm in Catalan. Tours in other langua-

ge must be booked in advance. 

Conference room with mobile induction loop.

   

Adapted and guided group tours upon previous arrangement.

5.3.2. THE LLEÓ MARKET

The municipal supply market, popularly known as the Lion’s Market, is the centre for the dis-

tribution of fresh produce in the city.

Pl. Calbet and Rubalcaba, S / N
17004 Girona
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Access through the main entrance without steps and through sliding glass doors, lo-

cated at the end opposite the Onyar river.

Free unhindered circulation. 

Non-adapted stalls, counters not at an accessible height.

2 single-sex adapted toilets, with a fold-down bar but no fixed handrail. 

Outdoor area: circulation accessible by ramp with a 6% slope to compensate for the 

occasional step. 

Nearest free parking area reserved for PRM: 1 space in Pl. Calvet i Rubalcaba, 20 

m from the main entrance, and 1 space in C. General Mendoza, 50 m from the main 

entrance.

Access to public transport: nearest stops, L1, L6, L11, Mercat del Lleó, 

50 m away (accessible, kerb).

Taxi: stops in front of the market.

5.3.3. THE MERCÈ CULTURAL CENTRE

The Mercè Cultural Centre is a multi-purpose and multidisciplinary municipal facility that 

manages cultural activities and other diverse initiatives. This cultural facility is located in the 

old convent of La Mercè, a building built in the 14th century that was used as a military hos-

pital during the 19th and part of the 20th century.

Pujada de la Mercè, 12
17004 Girona
Tel. 972 223 305
Email: ccm@ajgirona.cat

Access by ramp with handrail and a 2- to 5-cm step at the door. Door always open. 

Indoor circulation: ground floor and cloister; first and second floors accessed by lift and 

have unhindered circulation.

Reception on ground floor inaccessible due to 2 steps higher than 5 cm.

Bar on ground floor accessible without steps and accessible furnishings. 

1 adapted unisex toilet on the ground floor, with a fixed handrail on one wall and a fold-

down bar on the other.  

1 mid-sized adapted lift.
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Outdoor area: difficult circulation, paving stones and ramps of approximately 12%.

Nearest free parking area reserved for PRM: 4 spaces in Pl. Catalunya (corner of Av. 

Sant Francesc), approximately 300 m away. Accessed from steeply-sloped streets.

Access to public transport: nearest stop L11, Pl. del Vi, 200 m away (non-accessible). 

Nearest accessible stop (platform): L6, L7, Av. Sant Francesc, 300 m away.

Taxi: stops in front of the Mercè Cultural Centre.

5.3.4. THE OLD SANTA CATERINA HOSPITAL

The old Santa Caterina hospital is today the headquarters of the Generalitat de Catalunya in 

Girona. Its main attractions include the Baroque façade and building, the Courtyard of the 

Magnolias, the Baroque hospital pharmacy and one of the largest paintings in the history of 

Catalan painting: The great day of Girona by Ramon Martí Alsia (1826-1894).

Passatge Arístides Maillol, s/n
17002 Girona
Tel. 972 20 38 34
Email: espaisantacaterina@gencat.cat

Espai Santa Caterina - Exhibition Area: unhindered circulation inside. Manually ope-

ned main glass door, slightly heavy.

Santa Caterina Pharmacy: access through the Courtyard of the Magnolias, with 

ramps and uneven cobblestones. 

Outdoor area: good accessibility.

Nearest free parking area reserved for PRM: 1 space at C. Fontanilles, 50 m away, and 

4 spaces in Pl. Catalunya (corner of Av. Sant Francesc), approximately 230 m away.

Access to public transport: nearest stop: L1, L6, L11, Pl. Catalunya, 120 m away 

(non-accessible). Nearest accessible stops: L6, L7, Av. Sant Francesc, 250 m away 

(platform). L1, L2, L5, L7, L11, Jaume I / Generalitat (kerb),  between 50 m (Espai 

Santa Caterina) and 150 m away (pharmacy).

Taxi: stops in front of the old Santa Caterina Hospital. 
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5.3.5. THE CASA DE CULTURA

The city's former hospice and house of mercy is now the Casa de Cultura, a multi-purpose 

building that hosts a wide variety of cultural activities and exhibitions throughout the year.

Pl. Hospital, 6
17002 Girona
Tel. 972 202 013
Email: info@casadecultura.org

Unhindered circulation inside using ramps and a lift: access to the exhibition hall and 

the courtyard. 

Main door always open with a step between 2 and 5 cm. 

Outdoor area accessible with a kerb between 0.90 and 150 cm wide and level pave-

ment. 

Nearest free parking area reserved for PRM: 1 space at C. Fontanilles, 50 m away, and 

4 spaces at Pl. Catalunya (corner of Av. Sant Francesc), approximately 230 m away.

Access to public transport: L1, L6, L11, Pl. Catalunya 120 m away (non-accessible) 

or L7 Av. Álvarez de Castro 120 m away (non-accessible). Nearest accessible stops: 

L6, L7, Av. Sant Francesc, 250 m away (platform) and L1, L2, L5,  L7,  L11, Jaume I / 

Generalitat 200 m away (kerb).

Taxi: stops in front of the Casa de Cultura. 

5.3.6. THE GIRONA TOWN HALL
Located in the emblematic Plaça del Vi, the Girona Town Hall building (C. XV-XX) has under-

gone constant transformations throughout its history. 

Pl. del Vi, 1
17004 Girona
Tel. 972 419 010

Main access with no steps and a uniform stone floor. 

Outdoor area: good accessibility.

Nearest free parking area reserved for PRM: 1 space in Pl. Sant Josep, 150 m away.

Access to public transport: nearest stop L11, Pl. del Vi, 10 m away (non-accessible). 

Nearest accessible stop: L6, L7, Av. Sant Francesc, 260 m away (platform).

Taxi: stops in front of the Town Hall. 
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5.3.7. THE BÒLIT

Bòlit, Centre of Contemporary Art. Girona offers temporary exhibitions of visual arts, infor-

mative and educational activities. It aims to raise awareness of newly created artists and wor-

ks of art as well as to encourage participation in current debates. It holds three spaces located 

on the ground floor in the Old Quarter of Girona: 

• Bòlit_PouRodó 
    Plaça del Pou Rodó, 7-9
    Tel. 972 427 627
    Email: info@bolit.cat
• Bòlit_LaRambla 
    Rambla de la Llibertat, 1
• Bòlit_StNicolau 
     Plaza de Santa Llúcia, 1

Admission to all three spaces is free.

Taxi: possibility of access by taxi in front of the three buildings.

Bòlit_PouRodó

Author: Miquel Moragues

It occupies the ground floor of an apartment building next to a public square. The Bòlit premi-

ses have an exhibition hall and a projection area of about 190 m², with a library area and work 

space (74 m²) and a small space dedicated to the Active Archive with public access (36 m²) . It 

also has a non-adapted private toilet. 

It is accessed from pedestrian streets on level ground, with a small ramp that fills the 

height of the pavement of the premises. The exhibition space is all on the ground floor. 

To access the Active Archive, library and office space from the exhibition space, one 

must go up three steps with railings. There is a service entrance by the neighbours' 

staircase built with an adapted ramp, although to enter the Bòlit premises you have 

to go up a step to the access door that leads to the Active Archive and this one to the 

library and office. There is a custom-made wooden wheelchair ramp that can be put on 

and taken off for easy access at this point.

• It has 4 parking spaces within 100 m, 2 spaces less than 150 m away and 2 spaces less 

than 200 m away.
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 Bòlit_LaRambla 

Author: Miquel Moragues

It is a building built between 1928 and 1929 with one wing occupied by the Girona Tourist 

Office and the other by the Bòlit exhibition space. 

The Bòlit space has a practically rectangular floor plan with a total surface area of 84 m².

The exhibition space can be accessed in two ways: from the Rambla to the central part 

of the building one must climb two steep steps to reach the entrance, the exhibition 

space and the Tourist Office all on the same level. There is a second access to the front 

(south) of the building which has a regulatory functioning ramp. The ramp leads to the 

Tourist Office and from there, on the same level, you can access the exhibition space. 

Customer service counters are accessible. No adapted toilets.

• It has 2 parking spaces about 150 m away and 2 more spaces about 200 m away.

 Bòlit_StNicolau

Author: Miquel Moragues
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A small Romanesque chapel dating from the 12th century of approximately 120 m². The main 

floor is dedicated to exhibition uses. The floor of the nave is made of stone and part of the 

apse has a technical floor (wooden structure with carpet). It has a heater and wifi connection. 

The main level of the exhibition space is at a lower level than the street and the apse of the 

church, which is also part of the exhibition space.

To access this lower level equivalent to two steps, there is a wide ramp built of wheel-

chair accessible wood. To access the apse there is also a ramp that is not practical with 

a wheelchair, although the entire space can be seen from the nave. 

Customer service counters are accessible.

No adapted toilets. 

It has 3 spaces about 100 m away and 2 more spaces about 200 m away.

   

Good interior lighting.

Signage and explanatory texts of the exhibitions with good reading accessibility and 

contrast.

Translations in Spanish and English.

Exhibitions feature objects that cannot be touched and audiovisuals that can often be 

heard with open sound or headphones.

The exhibition furniture does not obstruct circulation. 

Adapted web.

   

Exhibitions with explanatory texts in Catalan, Spanish and English. Audiovisuals often 

subtitled or transcribed.

   

Guided tours service for groups of people with mental disabilities.

Easily adaptable activities are proposed based on the demand of users with functional 

diversity. We adapt the contents of the exhibitions to the interests, needs and abilities 

of the users in the mediation activities and of the interlocutors in the communication 

by networks.
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5.4. ACCESSIBLE NATURE ITINERARIES 

It must be kept in mind that depending on the time of year, the terrain may not be suitable and 

it may not be easy nor convenient for people in wheelchairs or wearing prostheses. Check the 

terrain first.  

5.4.1. THE TER RIVER BANKS AND LA DEVESA

This itinerary will allow you to get to know two of the principal green lungs of the city, located 

in the north-west of the town of Girona: La Devesa and Ribes de Ter parks, located on both 

sides of the river Ter. 

La Devesa is one of the most emblematic and characteristic places in Girona. It is a large park 

of more than 40 hectares of land, of which approximately ¾ is occupied by plane trees that 

are arranged in wide avenues, forming a total of 6 sections.

On the other side of the river, Ribes de Ter park is a large open area surrounded by riverside 

vegetation, located in front of the Girona Fontajau sports pavilion. The park is part of the 

natural area of the Ter river banks, a wetland area around the banks of the river as it passes 

through Girona. The fact that this area, which is fairly well preserved, is part of the town cen-

tre itself, gives it great importance from an ecological and environmental point of view.
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Route suitable for users with reduced mobility and/or in a wheelchair, easy and with 

not many slopes.

   

Audio guides with audio descriptions can be accessed by means of the Natura Local 

app (Android/IOS), in Catalan, Spanish, English and French.

   

Tourist brochure with a description of the route and points of interest.

Subtitled videos (Catalan, Spanish, English and French) and with sign language inter-

pretation (Catalan, International) can be accessed by means of the Natura Local app 

(Android/IOS) about the route and its points of interest.

5.4.2. THE SANTA EUGÈNIA ALLOTMENTS

This itinerary will reveal the importance of industry and the allotments for the old village of 

Santa Eugènia de Ter, which is currently one of the most popular neighbourhoods of the city 

of Girona.

In that sense, the route makes it easy to interpret the new uses of spaces: how we've gone 

from professional market gardens to urban ones; how the old factory has become a cultural 

venue; how a farmhouse has become a civic centre; or how marginal spaces have been turned 

into urban wetlands.

Route suitable for users with reduced mobility and/or in a wheelchair, easy and with 

not many slopes.

   

Audio guides with audio descriptions can be accessed by means of the Natura Local app 

(Android/IOS), in Catalan, Spanish, English and French.
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Tourist brochure with a description of the route and points of interest.

Subtitled videos (Catalan, Spanish, English and French) and with sign language inter-

pretation (Catalan, International) can be accessed by means of the Natura Local app 

(Android/IOS) about the route and its points of interest.

5.4.3. THE SANTA EUGÈNIA ALLOTMENTS AND THE SALT DEVESES

This route, shared between Girona and Salt, will allow you to get to know the agricultural area 

of the Santa Eugènia allotments and the natural area of Les Deveses de Salt following the 

banks of the Ter, with a route that partially coincides with the Carrilet green route between 

Olot and Girona.

The area of the allotments of Santa Eugènia is located to the west of the municipality of Giro-

na, between the district of Santa Eugènia (former municipality of Santa Eugènia de Ter) and 

the right bank of the Ter river. Agriculture in the area has been adapting to the social changes 

in the area, and today, horticultural use is more focused on social than productive use.

Les Deveses de Salt is a space of high ecological value, an ideal environment to enjoy a walk 

in the middle of nature.

Route suitable for users with reduced mobility and/or in a wheelchair, easy and with 

not many slopes.

   

Audio guides with audio descriptions can be accessed by means of the Natura Local 

app (Android/IOS), in Catalan, Spanish, English and French.

   

Tourist brochure with a description of the route and points of interest.

Subtitled videos (Catalan, Spanish, English and French) and with sign language inter-

pretation (Catalan, International) can be accessed by means of the Natura Local app 

(Android/IOS) about the route and its points of interest.
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5.4.4. THE CARRILET GREEN ROUTE

The Green Route is an exclu-

sive route for pedestrians and 

cyclists that takes advanta-

ge of the route of the old na-

rrow-gauge train that connec-

ted Girona with Olot (54 km) 

and also Girona with Sant Fe-

liu de Guíxols (39.7 km). This 

is an easy route, with not many 

slopes and suitable for ever-

yone; one of the main cycling 

tourism resources in the area.

Route suitable for users with reduced mobility and/or in a wheelchair, easy and with 

not many slopes.

The Association of Green Routes in Girona offers information for the adapted bicy-

cle rental service (handbikes).

 

Consorci de les Vies Verdes
Ronda Sant Antoni Maria Claret, 28A, 1r
17002 Girona
Tel. 972 48 69 50
Email: info@viesverdes.org
   

CycleTours Catalonia offers a tandem bicycle rental service.

CycleTours Catalonia
C. Santa Eugènia, 11 Local 5
Tel. 972 22 10 47 
Email: rental@cycletourscatalonia.com
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6.   ACCOMMODATION

6.1.   GRAN ULTÒNIA HOTEL ****

HG-002402 - Hotel opened in October 2009 just 10 minutes from the train and bus station. 

Very well situated for "The Cathedral", Jewish Quarter, Arab Baths, Trade Fair, Museum of 

Art and the University. It has 71 rooms and suites, with predominating natural light and mini-

malist lines, all equipped with the most modern facilities and new technologies. The facilities 

also dispose of modular meeting rooms with natural light and capacity for 400 people, adap-

ted and equipped for all kinds of events, wifi throughout the hotel and a large car park.

Gran Via Jaume I, 22, 17001 Girona
Tel. 972 203 850 
Email:  info@hotelsultoniagirona.com

Common areas:
The hotel's main entrance is through an automatic sliding glass door with no steps. 

Two-level adapted reception desk.

Interior circulation with ramps and a lift. Sufficiently wide hallways and turning space 

between 1.2 and 1.5 m. 

3 average-sized adapted lifts. 2 common non-unisex toilets on floor E, which are adap-

ted. 

Bar and café accessible by ramp, with adapted furnishings, except the bar. 

Accessible rooftop terrace.

Rooms: 
3 completely adapted rooms, distributed one per floor at the end of the hall.  

Suitable bed height.

Suitable height for hand-operated elements: lights, switches, AC control, etc. 

Closet with sliding doors and hangers at suitable height. 

Adapted in-room toilet and shower, with emergency telephone.

Outside area: exterior pavement between 90 and 150 cm wide and dropped kerbs in 

the nearest zebra crossings. 

Hotel car park with reserved spaces.

Access to public transport: nearest stop, L1, L2, L5, L6, Pl. Constitució, 200 m away (ac-

cessible, on kerb). Other nearby accessible stops (on kerb): L1, L2, L5, L6, L11, Argadà, 

230 m away.

Taxi: stops in front of the hotel.
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6.2.   CARLEMANY HOTEL ****

HG-002191 - The 4-star Hotel Carlemany is one of the most charismatic in the city and is 

located in the centre of Girona. It is comfortable, modern and offers good service. It is an ex-

cellent choice for both business and leisure. Its restaurant, El Pati Verd, is known for its good 

food and attractive surroundings. Wifi connection throughout the hotel.

Plaça de Miquel Santaló
17002 Girona
Tel. 972 211 212
Email: Carlemany@carlemany.es

Common areas:
Access to the hotel through the main entrance with a side ramp and an automatic glass 

revolving door with a motion sensor and a slow-speed button.

Non-adapted two-level reception desk.

Interior circulation with ramps and a lift. Sufficiently wide hallways and turning space 

between 1.2 and 1.5 m.

2 average-sized adapted lifts.

1 common unisex toilet on the ground floor, completely adapted and with plenty of tur-

ning space.

Bar/café with adapted furnishings —except the bar itself — accessible from the street 

entrance and inside the hotel by signposted ramp.

Indigo Restaurant accessible from inside the hotel.

Buffet accessible from inside the hotel with a bar at a suitable height.

Meeting rooms on the ground and first floor with wood floors and moving ramps.
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Rooms:
3 partially adapted rooms on the 2nd and 3rd floors, accessible by lifts.

Suitable bed height.

Suitable height for hand-operated elements: lights, switches, etc.

Partially-adapted toilet and shower inside room. Toilet with two fold-down bars, ba-

thtub with fixed handrail and height-adjustable shower head.

Outdoor and entrance area: access from Pl. Miquel Santaló with flat, level pavement.

Reserved parking spaces in the private underground garage on C. Joan Maragall. Ho-

tel guests receive a discount for parking and there is a direct lift to the hotel.

Access to public transport: nearest stop, L11, Pl. Miquel Santaló (accessible, kerb) 50 

m away. Other accessible stops (on kerb): L1, L11, la Salle 100 m away.

Taxi: stops at C. Joan Maragall.

6.3.   LLEGENDES GIRONA CATHEDRAL HOTEL ****

HG-002394. Hotel Llegendes de Girona Catedral is located in the heart of the historic centre 

of Girona, a short walk from the city’s tourist attractions. It is an emblematic building from the 

13th century that has been completely restored and transmits all the charm of the legends 

of Girona thanks to its careful rehabilitation and decoration. The hotel has 15 exterior-facing 

rooms, 10 doubles and 5 junior duplexes. Each room is named after a different Girona legend. 

All rooms have air conditioning and heating, electronic safe, telephone, mini bar, 26” satellite 

TV, rain shower head, hair dryer, free wifi access and as amenities there are bathrobes, slip-

pers and shower gels.

Portal de la Barca, 4
17004 Girona
Tel. 972 220 905
Email: info@llegendeshotel.com
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Common areas:
Access to the hotel through the main entrance with a 5 cm step and automatic sliding 

glass doors. Inside, there is a heavy glass door to reach the lobby.

Non-adapted two-level reception desk.

Interior circulation with ramps and a lift. Sufficiently wide hallways and turning space 

of 1.2 m.

1 mid-sized adapted lift.

1 common unisex toilet on the ground floor, completely adapted except the mirror, set at 

a height over 90 cm.

Breakfast buffet accessible with a non-adapted self-service bar. Staff available at all 

times.

Rooms:
1 adapted room on the first floor.

Suitable bed height.

Suitable height for hand-operated elements: lights, switches, etc.

Toilet and shower inside room. Toilet with two fixed bars, featuring orthopaedic shower 

chair.

Outside area: cobblestone pedestrian street.

Nearest free parking area reserved for PRM: 1 space in Pl. Sant Feliu, 50 m away.

Access to adapted public transport: nearest stop, L11 at C. Jaume Pons i Martí 100 m 

away (accessible, kerb).

Taxi: stops in front of the hotel or Pl. Sant Feliu.

   

Common spaces and interior circulation:
Main entrance with a small step and a non-contrasting marked glass door. Second inte-

rior door made of marked glass.

Free unhindered circulation.

Adapted lift with high-relief and Braille numbers. No acoustic indications.

Rooms:
Signs and room numbers in Braille.

Other services:
Book in Braille available on the legends of Girona, published by ONCE.
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6.4.   DOUBLE TREE BY HILTON GIRONA HOTEL ****

HG-002418 - The Hotel Double Tree by Hilton Girona is conveniently located next to the 

Palau de Congressos Auditorium of Girona, between the beautiful public park of La Devesa 

and the city's historic centre. Mediterranean cuisine with local touches. Daily menu. Capacity 

for 100 diners.

Joan Pons, 1
17001 Girona
Tel. 972 41 46 00 
Email: info.dtgirona@uhr-hoteliers.com

Common areas:
Access to the hotel through the main entrance without steps and an automatic glass 

revolving door with a motion sensor and a slow-speed button.

Two-level adapted reception desk.

Interior circulation with ramps and a lift. Sufficiently wide hallways and turning space 

between 1.2 and 1.5 m. 

2 average-sized adapted lifts.

1 common unisex toilet on the ground floor, completely adapted with a wall-mounted 

handrail and a fold-down bar, plus an alarm for emergencies. 

Restaurant and bar in the self-service buffet are accessible, and the restaurant terrace 

is accessible without steps.

Access to the 6th-floor terrace by lift and a ramp, with a final step less than 2 cm high. 

Pool not accessible.

Rooms: 
5 adapted rooms with a double bed, distributed one per floor.  

Bed height, high.

Suitable height for hand-operated elements: lights, switches.

Emergency alarm next to the headboard.
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Wardrobe with adjustable adapted hangers. 

Room has a connecting door to the adjoining room.

Adapted toilet and shower inside room with a fold-down bar and no fixed handrail in 

the toilet, emergency telephone and pull-handle, fold-down shower seat and a small 

2 cm step to access the shower.

Outside area and entrance: exterior pavement between 90 and 150 cm wide and 

dropped kerbs in the nearest zebra crossings. 

Underground pay car park, without reserved spaces.  Check for availability for large 

spaces at the hotel reception desk. 

Nearest free parking area reserved for PRM: 2 spaces reserved outside, in front of 

the hotel, in C. Joan Pons. 

Access to public transport: nearest stop L11, Güell Clinic 50 m away (accessible, 

kerb).

Taxi: stops in front of the hotel.  

6.5.  PALAU DE BELLAVISTA HOTEL **** superior

HG-002404 - Offers 74 rooms with a carefully designed design, honouring the city, thinking 

of the colourful houses on the banks of the Onyar river. All rooms are equipped with complete 

bathroom, hair-dryer, air conditioning, individual heating, telephone, stereo, LCD TV, free wifi 

and safe.  

It has a large terrace overlooking the city of Girona, from where you can enjoy the bar service 

in summer. It has six meeting rooms and a team of professionals to offer you assistance and 

support in organising any event, such as special celebrations, weddings or gala menus. 

Our restaurant offers a menu with local and seasonal produce.

Pujada dels Polvorins, 1
17005 Girona
Tel. 872 080 670
Email: info.pbellavista@urh-hoteliers.com
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Common areas:
Access to the hotel through the main entrance by ramp and an automatic glass revol-

ving door with a motion sensor and a slow-speed button.

Non-adapted two-level reception desk.

Interior circulation with ramps and a lift. Sufficiently wide hallways and turning space 

between 1.2 and 1.5 m. 

2 average-sized adapted lifts.

2 single-sex adapted toilets on the ground floor, with a fold-down bar but without a 

wall-mounted fixed bar. 

Non-adapted self-service and partially accessible, with some areas slightly too high. 

Access to the terrace with no steps. 

Rooms: 
2 adapted double rooms on the ground floor near the hotel's central services.  

Suitable height for hand-operated elements: lights, switches, AC control, etc. 

Closet with low hangers. 

Adapted toilet and shower inside room. Toilet with a fold-down bar and no fixed han-

drail, and a shower with a moving orthopaedic seat, single-handle tap and height-adjus-

table shower head. Access to the shower with no steps.

Outdoor area and entrance: located on the high area of the city, with slopes over 12%. 

The upper parking area is recommended (ground floor) and not the one for the conven-

tion centre (floor -1). 

Indoor car park: 1 space reserved in the hotel car park. 

Access to public transport: nearest stop, L7, Torre Alfons XII, 260 m away (non-accessi-

ble). There are no accessible bus stops, access is difficult with steep 12% gradients and 

no kerb or platform. 

Taxi: stops in front of the hotel.  
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6.6.   CMC GIRONA HOTEL ****

HG-002144 - The Hotel CMC Girona, strategically located in the commercial area of the city, 

has 108 double rooms and 3 junior suites. All rooms are completely renovated and equipped 

with 32 '' plasma interactive satellite TV, Canal Plus, individual air conditioning, mini-bar, 

safe and private parking. Free services: gym with sauna and jacuzzi, wifi, coffee and tea in the 

rooms. The hotel has 7 rooms with a maximum capacity of 300 people for all kinds of mee-

tings and events.

Ctra. Barcelona, 112, 17003 Girona
Tel. 972 400 500 
Email: info@hotelcmcgirona.com

Common areas:
Alternate access to the hotel, next to the main entrance and correctly indicated throu-

gh a manual swinging door with a bell on one side, and an interior ramp to access the 

hotel reception. 

Non-adapted two-level reception desk.

Interior circulation with a lift. Sufficiently wide hallways and turning space between 1.2 

and 1.5 m. 

1 mid-sized adapted lift to access the rooms and other areas of the hotel.

Restaurant and bar of the self-service buffet are accessible through a non-adapted, but 

usable, alternate lift.

Wellness Centre and gym not accessible.

Rooms: 
1 partially adapted room on the first floor with one or two single beds. 

Narrow passage in some areas.

Suitable bed height.

Suitable height for hand-operated elements: lights, switches, etc. 

Emergency alarm next to the headboard.

Toilet and bathtub inside room. Adapted toilet with two fold-down bars, without lateral 

space to approach. Bathtub with movable seat and fixed handrails, single-handle tap 

and height-adjustable shower head.

Outside area: exterior pavement between 90 and 150 cm wide and access ramp to 

street level. Hotel parking garage: 1 space reserved in the hotel's underground car 

park. 

Access to public transport: nearest stop L2, C. de Barcelona, 50 m away (accessible, 

kerb).

Taxi: stops in front of the hotel.  
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6.7.   CIUTAT DE GIRONA HOTEL ****

HG-002387 - Hotel Ciutat de Girona is located in the heart of the historic and commercial 

centre of the city, a 10-minute walk from the Auditorium and also from the AVE train station. 

It has an exclusive heated pool with jacuzzi and water fountains for you to enjoy maximum 

relaxation. The Hotel Ciutat de Girona puts at your disposal a space designed for sports; the 

indoor cycling room with 1-hour sessions. We also offer a meeting room, fully equipped and 

with free wifi service. The Blanc restaurant serves local produce, all of which is produced 

within 100 km.

C/ Nord, 2
17002 Girona
Tel. 972 483 083
Email: info@hotel-ciutatdegirona.com

Common areas:
Access to the hotel through an automatic revolving door. Option to stop the door and 

open it manually.  

Non-adapted two-level reception desk.

Interior circulation by lift. Sufficiently wide hallways and turning spaces between 1.2 

and 1.5 m. 

1 mid-sized adapted lift. 

Non-accessible Bar located in lobby. 

Buffet with two-level self-service bar: one accessible, the other non-accessible.

Common unisex toilet, adapted with a fixed handrail and fold-down bar, on the -1 floor, 

accessible by lift. 
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Indoorcycle room and swimming pool not accessible.

Rooms: 
1 adapted room on the first floor with two single beds. 

Suitable bed height, slightly too high.

Suitable height for hand-operated elements: lights, switches.

Telephone next to the headboard.

Toilet and shower inside room. Adapted toilet with fixed handrail and fold-down bar. 

Shower with folding seat and fixed handrails, single-handle tap and height-adjustable 

shower head.

Outdoor area: cobblestone pedestrian area over 1.5 m wide. Nearest free parking area 

reserved for PRM: 1 space in Plaça Santa Susanna, in front of Mercadal Church, 120 

m away.

Access to public transport: nearest stop L11, CAP Santa Clara 100 m away (accessible, 

kerb). Taxi: stops in front of the hotel.  

   

Common spaces and interior circulation: 
Main entrance through automatic revolving door with marked glass. 

Free unhindered circulation. 

Adapted lift with high-relief and Braille numbers. No acoustic indications. 

Rooms: 
Room numbers in negative relief.

Other services:
Telephone at headboard with large-sized numbers, contrasting colours and in Braille.
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6.8.   B&B GIRONA ***

HG-002380 - It has 93 rooms. Opened in 2008. Located next to the Espai Gironès. 1 km Gi-

rona - 10 km Airport. Free buffet breakfast.

Camí dels Carlins, 10 
17190 Salt
Tel. 972 439 009
Email: girona@hotelbb.com

Common areas:
The main entrance to hotel is via a ramp and through an automatic sliding glass door.

Non-adapted two-level reception desk.

Interior circulation with lifts. Sufficiently wide hallways and turning space between 1.2 

and 1.5 m. 

2 average-sized adapted lifts. 

Breakfast buffet with accessible self-service bar.

Common unisex toilet, adapted with a fixed handrail and fold-down bar, with an emer-

gency pull-handle. 

Rooms: 
3 double rooms on the first floor, with connecting door to the next room. 

Suitable bed height.

Suitable height for hand-operated elements: lights, switches, etc. 

Accessible hangers. 

Telephone and emergency pull-handle next to the headboard.

Toilet and shower inside room. Adapted toilet with fixed handrail and fold-down bar. 

Shower with folding seat and fixed handrails, single-handle tap and height-adjustable 

shower head.

Outside area and entrance: pavement between 90 and 150 cm wide and dropped kerbs 

in the zebra crossings. Hotel parking garage: 3 spaces reserved in the outdoor parking 

lot. 

Access to public transport: nearest stop L3 and L4, Espai Gironès (accessible, kerb) 

400 m away. 

Taxi: stops in front of the hotel. 
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6.9.  IBIS GIRONA HOTEL **

HG-002401 - The Ibis Girona hotel, located at the northern entrance of the city, surrounded 

by parks, is close to the Palau de Congressos, the Palau d'Esports and the main tourist attrac-

tions of Girona. Equipped with 112 rooms, all soundproofed and air conditioned, a modern 

Rendez-Vous bar open 24 hours a day, and a Vi i Cia restaurant to discover the best wines in 

the region. The hotel is equipped with Wi-Fi systems, free parking and a private garage.

C / Francesc Ferrer, 16-18
17006 Girona
Tel. 972 391 538 
Email: h6819@accor.com

Common areas:
The hotel's main entrance is through an automatic sliding glass door with no steps.

Two-level adapted reception desk.

Interior circulation with a lift. Sufficiently wide hallways and turning space between 1.2 

and 1.5 m. 

1 mid-sized adapted lift.

2 common adapted and non-unisex toilets on the ground floor with fold-down bar. 

Accessible buffet with adapted furnishings and a two-level bar.
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Rooms: 
4 adapted rooms on the ground floor near the central services.

Suitable bed height.

Suitable height for hand-operated elements: lights, switches.

Toilet and shower inside room. Toilet without bars and shower with a seat, fold-down 

bar and height-adjustable shower head.

Outside area: exterior pavement between 90 and 150 cm wide and dropped kerbs in 

the nearest zebra crossings. 

1 parking space reserved in the hotel's outdoor lot and 1 space reserved in the ho-

tel's covered garage.  

Access to public transport: nearest stop, L6 Sarrià de Ter by way of the Hospital, 150 

m away (accessible, kerb).

Taxi: stops in front of the hotel.

6.10.  BESTPRICE GIRONA HOTEL *

Hotel Bestprice Girona is located 300 meters from the train and bus station. It has 50 air-con-

ditioned rooms with satellite TV, free Wi-Fi and high-end beds.

Barcelona, 1
17002 Girona
Tel. 972 75 36 88
Email: girona@hotelesbestprice.com
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Common areas:
Access to the hotel through the main entrance by ramp and an automatic sliding glass 

door with sensor.

Interior circulation with ramps and a lift. Sufficiently wide hallways and turning space be-

tween 1.2 and 1.5 m.

1 common unisex toilet on the ground floor, completely adapted.

Rooms:
3 partially adapted rooms on the 2nd and 3rd floors, accessible by lifts.

Suitable bed height.

Suitable height for hand-operated elements: lights, switches.

Telephone next to the headboard.

Toilet and shower inside room. Shower with fixed chair and height-adjustable shower 

head.

Outdoor area:
Outside pavement between 90 and 150 cm wide and lowered pathways on the nearest 

zebra crossings.

Access by public transport: nearest stop, L7 Marquès Camps - Can Gibert 71 m away.

6.11.  IBIS BUDGET GIRONA COSTA BRAVA HOTEL **

C / Francesc Ferrer, 16-18
17006 Girona
Tel. 972 110 846
Email: h6815@accor.com

Common areas:
The hotel's main entrance is through an automatic sliding glass door with no steps.

Two-level adapted reception desk.

Interior circulation with a lift. Sufficiently wide hallways and turning space between 

1.2 and 1.5 m. 

1 mid-sized adapted lift.

2 common adapted and non-unisex toilets on the ground floor with fold-down bar. 

Accessible buffet with adapted furnishings and a self-service bar at a suitable height.
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Rooms: 
4 adapted rooms on the ground floor near the central services.

Bed slightly too low.

Suitable height for hand-operated elements: lights, switches.

Partially adapted toilet and shower inside room with a fold-down bar in the ba-

throom and a height-adjustable shower head.

Outdoor area and entrance:
Outside pavement between 90 and 150 cm wide and lowered pathways on the nea-

rest zebra crossings. 

1 parking space reserved in the hotel's outdoor lot and 1 space reserved in the ho-

tel's covered garage.  

Access to public transport: nearest stop, L6 Sarrià de Ter by way of the Hospital, 

150 m away (accessible, kerb).

Taxi: stops in front of the hotel. 

6.12.  CERVERÍ HOSTEL

C/ Ciutadans, 9, 17004 Girona
Tel. 972 218 003
Email: alberg.girona@gencat.cat
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Common areas:
AJ000083 - Access to the hostel through the main entrance by ramp and manual swin-

ging glass door.

Non-adapted two-level reception desk.

Interior circulation with ramps and a lift. Sufficiently wide hallways and turning space 

of 1.2 m.

1 mid-sized adapted lift. 1 common, adapted unisex toilet on the ground floor.

Self-service area with bar and accessible furnishings on the ground floor.

Rooms:
A room adapted to the 2nd floor with three bunk beds and three low beds. Lower bunk 

height too low. Option to dismantle the top bunk bed (on request).

Outdoor area: exterior kerb between 90 and 120 cm and uniform pavement.

Nearest free parking area reserved for PRM: 1 space in Pl. Sant Josep, 70 m away.

Access to public transport: nearest stop L11, Pl. del Vi (in front of the Town Hall), 110 

m away (non-accessible). Other accessible stops nearby: L11, Cort Reial, 180 m away 

(kerb) and L6, L7, L11, Av. Sant Francesc (with platform). Taxi: stops in front of the 

hostel.

6-person room (3 bunk beds)

 

6.13.   SANT FRANCESC TOURIST ACCOMMODATION 18, 2N AND 3R 

Av. Saint Francesc, 18, 2n/3r
17001
Tel. 607 11 75 43
Email: santfrancesc18@gmail.com
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HUTG-028735, HUTG-028736 - 3 area tourist accommodation, fully adapted for people 

with reduced mobility and with adaptations for the visually impaired. These consist of two 

cosy homes, with all services (wifi, air conditioning, appliances, safe ...) located on Av. Sant 

Francesc, next to the historic centre of the city.

Main entrance with automatic hinged door (remote control to enter and remote control and 

switch to exit). Access to lift without slopes via ramp.

Medium-sized lift with buttons at the appropriate height, in high relief, braille and with light 

sensors. Inside bar. Stairs with non-slip bands.

Interior of the house with sufficient passage width and turning space (in general over 1.50 m, 

occasionally 1.20 m). Third floor accommodation without slope, second floor small slope but 

with ramp.

Sink and kitchen with space for lower approach and at the appropriate height. Appliances 

(refrigerators, microwave ovens, washer-dryers and dishwashers) at the appropriate height. 

Single lever tap.

Room with individually arranged beds up to 90 degrees to facilitate transfer (two beds con-

vertible into a double bed). Movable bedside tables and bedding to adjust the approach dis-

tance to the bed. Wardrobe with shelves and drawers at the appropriate height, sliding doors.

Availability of three pillow densities (soft, medium, hard).

Bathroom with sliding doors and on one level. Fully adjustable adapted shower by means of 

a system of guides: lateral and height adjustment, and possibility of exchanging shower chair 

and controls (taps).  

Toilet with two hinged bars. Sink with lower approach space and single lever tap. All items at 

the appropriate height.
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7. OTHER SERVICES

7.1. ORTHOPEDICS 

 7.1.1 BOSCH ORTOPÈDICS

 Reference to section 4.1. Services: 
A technical orthopedics service with its own workspace, with the option of renting and pro-

viding all orthopedic services: sports and rehabilitation, aids for daily life, podiatry, pressure 

therapy, mastectomy, prosthetic orthoses and mobility and positioning.

 7.1.2 FARMÀCIA ORTOPÈDIA CONEJERO

Offers rental services for scooters, electric wheelchairs, standing and transfer cranes, arrangeable 

beds, manual wheelchairs, bath wheelchairs, walkers and crutches.

In addition, it sells ramps, walking sticks and many other products for bathroom aids such as 

toilet lifts, handles, chairs for bath or shower and home aids, positioning pillows, anti-decubi-

tus cushions, reclining armchairs, magnifying glasses, stocking shoes.

Avinguda Sant Narcís, 69-71
17005 Girona
Tel. 972 23 23 92 

7.2. ONCE

ONCE Girona
c / Emili Grahit, 26, 17003 Girona
Tel. 972 41 60 61 (telephone support: 8.00 – 14.00)

The ONCE has technical rehabilitation staff.  
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7.3. 3D MODELS 

The Tourist Office has some models of monuments such as the Cathedral and the Basilica of 

Sant Feliu printed in 3D made by the Social Innovation Laboratory of the Girona Town Hall. 

They are given away during universally inclusive guided tours. 

7.4. CHILDREN'S PLAYGROUNDS ACCESSIBLE FOR PRM AND WITH UNIVERSALLY 
INCLUSIVE GAMES

There are six playgrounds that are accessible to children with reduced mobility and with accessible games:

• Plaça Europa

• Parc del Migdia

• Joan Maria Pou Camps

• Claudi Girbal

• Plaça de Josep Pallach

• Plaça Josep Pla



This act is subsidised by the Public Employment Service of Catalonia and the ESF within the framework of the Local Development Support Programs.
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